
Panels can be installed
vertically or horizontally.

Tabs on panel frame
are screwed to posts

UPRIGHT POST
PANEL FRAME

LATTICEMETAL TAB

SELF
TAPPING
SCREW

Posts are concreted into ground to create a
strong, attractive, privacy and shade screen.

1225

2425

POST AND RAIL SCREEN SYSTEM

Posts: 3 metre (50 x 50 x 300 x 1.6 mm)
1.8 metre (50 x 50 x 1800 x 1.6 mm)

Sheet size: 2410 x 1205 mm

Sheet and frame size: 2430 x 1225 mm

STEP 1.

STEP 2.

STEP 3.

STEP 4.

STEP 5.

Make sure that the posts are in the correct position before

concreting in place.

Prepare the holes for the posts with centers of 1280mm. The hole

hould be 500mm deep and a diameter of 240mm.

Before concreting the post into position, attach the C-Channel to

he side of the posts. Then insert the plastic moulded corners into each

nd of the horizontal C-Channel and attach to make sure the posts are the

orrect distance apart. Leave the C-Channel in position.

Make sure that the posts are vertical and square. Then concrete

nto position.

When the concrete is set, remove top C-Channel rail. Remove one

f the plastic moulded corners for the C-Channel and slide onto the top of

he lattice over the tabs. Then cut out the 4 plastic tabs from the bottom of

he lattice.

The lattice now can be slid in from the top, into the C-Channel

n each side of the posts (This will require a stable platform to work from

and may also require a person to help). After sliding the lattice down to

ouch the bottom C-Channel, tap the moulded corners in gently at the top.

Make sure that the lattice is lined up to slide into the bottom C-Channel.

The other assemble option is to assemble the lattice and C-Channel as a

omplete panel, and fit it between the posts once concreted in place.
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